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A configuration of queens on an m X m chessboard is said to dominate the board if every 
square either contains a queen or is attacked by a queen. The configuration is said to be 
non-attacking if no queen attacks another queen. Let f(m) and g(m) equal the minimum 
number of queens and the minimum number of non-attacking queens, respectively, needed to 
dominate an m x m chessboard. We prove that: 
(1) f(m)sgm+O(l), and 
(2) g(m) G $rn + O(1). 
These are the best upper bounds known at the present time for these functions. 
Introduction 
In this paper, we study the problems of finding, on an m x m chessboard, the 
smallest configurations of queens and non-attacking queens, respectively, with the 
property that every square of the board either contains a queen or is sttacked by a 
queen. We define f(m) and g(m) to be the minimum sizes of these two types of 
configurations. Clearly, since any one queen can attack at most 4m - 3 squares, 
both f(m) and g(m) are bounded below by am. It is also obvious that each 
function is bounded above by m. Until quite recently, no non-trivial lower or 
upper bounds for these two functions were known, in spite of the fact that the 
problems of determining f(m) and g(m) are classical recreational problems dating 
as far back as the 1850’s. In [l], Spencer shows that f(m) 2 $(m - 1). Of course, 
the same lower bound holds for g(m), since f(m) se(m). Also Welch [l] has 
provided a construction which shows that f(m) =S {rn + O(1). In addition, 
Cockayne and Spencer have shown that g(m) c 0.705m + O(1) (see [l]). In this 
paper we give explicit configurations which show that if m = 46n + 26, then 
f(m)<28n+16=” 23m - &, and if m = 9n - 1, then g(m) s $m - 5. 
We note that these configurations require restrictions on m, but the set of 
allowable values for m in each case is an arithmetic progression. For all other 
values of m, we can create a dominating configuration as follows: We start with a 
configuration of the largest allowable board size less than m. We add queens, one 
at a time, always placing them on currently undominated squares, until no 
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undominated squares remain. We thus obtain a dominating configuration for the 
m x m board. This new configuration preserves the non-attacking property 
required by the second problem. It is easy to check that this procedure adds at 
most one queen for each new row and each new column. Therefore, the number 
of added queens is never more than a constant. This will show that f(m) s 
$n + O(1) and g(m) G $m + O(1). 
Descriptions of the configurations 
The standard integer lattice in R2 defines an infinite tiling of lR2 with unit 
squares. An m x m chessboard is simply an m x m subset of squares from this 
tiling. We note that the centers of the squares, which are useful in identifying 
squares, have coordinates both of which are odd multiples of i. It is also helpful 
to define rows and columns to be sets of squares whose centers lie on horizontal 
and vertical lines, respectively. Frequently, a row will be described by its TOW 
number, which is the y-coordinate shared by all of the centers of the squares in a 
row. The column number of a column is defined in a similar manner. Positive and 
negative diagonals are sets of squares whose centers lie on lines of slope 1 and 
-1, respectively. The diagonal number of a diagonal is the y-intercept of the line 
containing the centers of the squares on the diagonal. (We note that for positive 
diagonals, this is the difference between the y- and x-coordinates of the center of 
any square on the diagonal, and for negative diagonals, this is the sum of these 
coordinates.) 
Fig. 1 shows an example (when n = 2) of a general dominating configuration of 
queens on an m x m chessboard, where m = 46n + 26. We will describe the 
positions of the queens in the upper half of Fig. 1, and stipulate that a rotation by 
n radians should take the configuration to itself. The four lines of queens labelled 
A,, Ill, Cl, and D1 have the common property that their centers lie on lines of 
slope 4. The number of queens in each of the lines C1 and D1 is denoted by the 
parameter n. This parameter is allowed to take on any positive integer as a value, 
and each positive integer gives a configuration. We will have completely 
described this configuration if we give the positions of the first and the last queens 
in each of these four lines. These positions are given in the following table: 
Coordinates of Coordinates of 
Name of line first queen last queen Number of queens 
A1 (-10n - 5, -2n - $) (6n + $, 6n + $) 8n + 5 
Bl (-6n - z, 6n + $) (2n + 4, 10n + 3) 4n + 3 
C1 (6n + 9, 10n + y) (8n+$, lln+$) n 
Q (8n + y, 22n + 9) (10n + $, 23n + $) n 
The number of queens in this configuration is 28n + 16. In the next section, we 
show that this configuration dominates a board with 46n + 26 squares on a side. 
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Fig. 1. A configuration of queens which shows that f(m) 5 #rn + O(1). Note that the grid shown has 
basic squares of size 4 X 4, except near the origin, where the grid size is 1 X 1. 
Fig. 2 shows an example (when it = 4) of a general configuration of queens on 
an m x m chessboard, where m = 9n - 1. The origin is at the lower left-hand 
corner of the figure. In this configuration, there are two lines of queens. These 
lines have the common property that their centers lie on lines of slope $. There 
are 3n queens on the lower line and (3n - 1) queens on the upper line. The 
Fig. 2. A non-attacking configuration which shows that g(m) 6 +rn + O(1). 
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endpoints of the lower line are the squares (t,+) and (6n - 2, 3n - t), and the 
enpoints of the upper line are the squares (2, 3n + 4) and (6n - 5, 6n - 5). The 
number of queens in this configuration is (6n - 1). In ihe next section, we show 
that this configuration is a non-attacking, dominating configuration. 
Proofs 
Theorem 1. We have f(m) G %rn + O(1). 
Proof. To prove this theorem, we will show that a configuration of the type 
shown in Fig. 1, with parameter n, dominates a board with center at the origin 
and with (46n + 26) squares on a side. Since this configuration is symmetric under 
a rotation by jz radians, we need only show that the upper half of this board is 
dominated. To aid in the proof, we will define five regions of the upper 
half-plane. These regions, together with their bounding lines, are shown, for the 
case n = 2, in Fig. 3. The equations of the bounding lines are given the following 
table: 
Line Equation 
L1 y=o 
L, y = lln + 6 
L, y-x=-12n-7 
L‘4 y-x=12n+7 
L, x = 10n +5 
L6 x=-lOn-5 
L7 y+x=12n+7 
L&3 y+x=-12n-7 
Region I consists of all squares whose centers lie between lines LI and Lz. 
Region II consists of all squares whose centers lie on or between lines L, and La. 
Region III consists of all squares whose centers lie between lines L, and Lg. 
Region IV consists of all squares whose centers lie on or between lines L7 and Lg. 
Finally, Region V consists of all squares whose centers lie above the L4 and to the 
right of line L5, together with all squares whose centers lie above line L, and to 
the left of line Lg. 
All squares in Region I lie on rows containing queens in lines AI, B, and C,. 
This can easily be checked by noting that the y-coordinates of these queens run 
from (-2n - 4) to (lln + Y). 
The squares in Region II all lie on positive diagonals containing queens. This 
can be checked by noting that the difference of the coordinates of the queens in 
lines B,, AZ, A, and B, include all integers between (-12n - 7) and (12n + 7) 
inclusive. 
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Fig. 3. 
The squares in Region III all lie on columns containing queens. The queens in 
lines Al, Cl, and D, dominate all columns with numbers which are congruent to 1 
(mod 2) and which are between (- 10n - 4) and (10n + z) inclusive. The queens 
in lines AZ, Cz, and D2 dominate all columns with numbers which are congruent 
to 4 (mod 2) and which are between (-10n - s) and (10n + 9) inclusive. 
The squares in Region IV all lie on negative diagonals containing queens. The 
queens in line Al dominate all negative diagonals with numbers which are 
congruent to 1 (mod 3) and which are between (-12n - 5) and (12n + 7) 
inclusive. The queens in line A2 dominate all negative diagonals with numbers 
which are congruent to 2 (mod 3) and which are between (-12n - 7) and 
(12n + 5) inclusive. Finally, the queens in lines B1 and B, dominate all negative 
diagonals with numbers which are congruent to 0 (mod 3) and which are between 
(- 12n - 6) and (12n + 6) inclusive. 
The squares in Region V are not all dominated by queens. However, the 
queens in line D, dominate all squares in Region V with centers whose 
y-coordinates are less than (23n + 13). 
The point in Region V with coordinates (10n + y?, 23n + 9) is not attacked by 
any queen. This point is the point in the upper half-plane with the smallest 
y-coordinate which is not attacked. The point with the smallest x-coordinate 
which is not attacked is the point (23n + 8, lln + 9). (This point is above line L2 
and to the right of line L3.) This means that in the upper half-plane, all squares 
with centers (x, y), where 1x1 c 23n + 14 and lyl s 23n + 13, are attacked by 
queens. Thus this configuration domainates a rectangular board with dimensions 
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46n + 26 and 46n + 28, so it dominates a square board with 46n + 26 squares on a 
side. 
Thus, if m = 46n + 26, then an m X m board can be dominated with 28n + 16 = 
&n - & queens. This statment, combined with the discussion in the introduction, 
shows that f(m) S grn + O(1). Cl 
Theorem 2. We have g(m) S %rn + O(1). 
Proof. To prove this theorem, we will show that a configuration of the type 
shown in Fig. 2, with parameter n, dominates a board with its lower left-hand 
corner at the origin and with 9n - 1 squares on a side, and that this configuration 
is non-attacking. 
The queens in this configuration dominate all squares whose centers lie 
between the x-axis and the line L1 (y = 6n - $), and all squares whose centers lie 
in columns between the y-axis and the line L4 (x = 6n - 2). Furthermore, they 
dominate all positive diagonals between and including lines Lz and L3, which 
have diagonal numbers (-3n + 1) and (3n - 1) respectively. Thus the center of 
the square in the first quadrant which is unattacked and which has the smallest 
x-coordinate is (6n - 4, 9n - $). The center of the square in the first quadrant 
which is unattacked and which has the smallest y-coordinate is the point (9n - 4, 
6n - 1). Thus, all squares in the first quadrant whose centers have both 
corrdinates less than (9n - 4) are attacked. Therefore, this configuration domin- 
ates a board with (9n - 1) squares on a side. 
It is clear that no two queens in the same line attack each other. In order for 
two queens in different lines to attack each other, they must do so on a negative 
diagonal. This will happen if and only if there are two queens whose coordinates 
sum to the same number. The queens in the lower line have coordinate sum 
congruent to 1 (mod 3) and the queens in the upper line have coordinate sum 
congruent to 2 (mod 3). Therefore this is a non-attacking configuration. 
Thus, if m = (9n - I), an m x m board can be dominated with 6n - 1 = 
($)m - 5 queens. This statement, combined with the discussion in the introduc- 
tion, shows that g(m) G $m + O(1). 0 
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